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Abstract
This paper concerns homoclinic solutions to periodic orbits in a fourth-order
Hamiltonian system arising from a reduction of the classical water-wave problem
in the presence of surface tension. These solutions correspond to travelling solitary
waves which converge to non-decaying ripples at innity. An analytical result of
Amick and Toland, showing the existence of such homoclinic orbits to small am-
plitude periodic orbits in a singular limit, is extended numerically. Also, a related
result by Amick and McLeod, showing the non-existence of homoclinic solutions to
zero, is motivated geometrically. A general boundary-value method is constructed
for continuation of homoclinic orbits to periodic orbits in Hamiltonian and reversible
systems. Numerical results are presented using the path-following software auto,
showing that the Amick{Toland solutions persist well away from the singular limit
and for large-amplitude periodic orbits. Special account is taken of the phase shift
between the two periodic solutions in the asymptotic limits. Furtermore, new multi-
modal homoclinic solutions to periodic orbits are shown to exist under a transversal-
ity hypothesis, which is veried a posteriori by explicit computation. Continuation
of these new solutions reveals limit points with respect to the singular parameter.
1 Introduction
The aim of this paper is to present numerically new generalised solitary wave solutions
of a model relevant in the study of water waves and in so doing to demonstrate a more
general numerical method for the continuation of homoclinic solutions to periodic orbits
in Hamiltonian systems.
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Direct numerical methods for computing orbits homoclinic to equilibria in continuous-
time dynamical systems have been of much interest recently; see Beyn (1990), Friedman
& Doedel (1991), Champneys & Kuznetsov (1994) and references therein. The key idea
is to use the linearisation at the equilibrium to dene boundary conditions giving the
correct asymptotic behaviour for a solution over a truncated interval. These methods
can readily be extended to Hamiltonian systems where, generically homoclinic orbits are
a codimension zero phenomenon, that is, they persist as a parameter is varied. The
technique suggested by Beyn (1990, p.385), which is the one adopted here, is to introduce
an articial Hamiltonian-breaking parameter, so that the problem becomes a codimension-
one problem.
A related numerical problem is that of continuation of homoclinic solutions to periodic
orbits, that is, solutions which are asymptotic to the same periodic solution in forwards
and backwards time (up to a suitable phase shift). Such a connecting orbit is of codimen-
sion zero for non{Hamiltonian dynamical systems and may be computed as a homoclinic
orbit to a xed points of a Poincare or time- map (Bai, Lord & Spence 1995), or by
computing the periodic orbit and its linearisation in tandem with the homoclinic orbit.
The well-posedness of this latter approach was shown by Beyn (1994), although he only
constructed an explicit algorithm for the case of an equilibrium-to-periodic connecting
orbit.
The present paper considers the special case of Hamiltonian systems for which there
exist one-dimensional continuum of periodic orbits of saddle type (that is, having a stable
and an unstable manifold both of the dimension equal to the number of degrees of freedom
of the system). The existence of a homoclinic solution to any given orbit among this
continuum is then generically of codimension zero. In Section 3 below, we propose a
computational method for this problem based on the approach of Beyn (1994).
Homoclinic orbits often arise as spatially localised similarity solutions to partial dier-
ential equations. Classical examples of such are traveling solitary gravity-capillary waves
on the free surface of a two-dimensional uid subject to surface tension. Various approx-
imations to this problem lead to Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) type equations (e.g. Craig &
Groves (1994)) which have famous soliton solutions. In a co-ordinate frame that travels
at the wave-speed, these solutions correspond to homoclinic orbits to an equilibrium of
an ordinary dierential equation. In recent years there has been much progress on rig-
orous results concerning solutions to the exact formulation of the water wave problem in
the presence of surface tension, using a centre-manifold reduction of the Euler equation
and a free-surface condition; see, for example, (Kirchgassner 1988, Amick & Kirchgassner
1989, Iooss & Kirchgassner 1992, Buoni, Groves & Toland 1995). In the parameter
plane of Froude number (measuring wave-speed) versus Bond number (measuring surface
tension), one can identify certain curves, corresponding to degeneracies in the spectrum,
and low-order Hamiltonian systems that are normal-forms near these curves. The aim of
the centre-manifold analysis is to show that certain solutions to these low-order models
persist for the full water-wave problem. For example in Buoni et al. (1995) it is shown
that homoclinic solutions to zero of a simple fourth-order equation (obtained by changing
the signs of the nal two terms of (1.1) below) correspond to solitary water-waves for a
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horn of Bond and Froude numbers greater than 1=3 and 1 respectively. In Champneys
& Toland (1993) and Buoni, Champneys & Toland (1994) existence was shown for this
equation of innitely many multi-modal or N -homoclinic solutions, that is, waves con-
sisting of several, N , large bumps connected by arbitrary numbers of small oscillations
and with exponentially decaying oscillations in their tails. See, for example, (Belyakov
& Shil'nikov 1990, Haller & Wiggins 1995, Sandstede 1993, Homburg, Kokubu & Krupa
1994) for N -homoclinic orbits arising in other contexts. Numerical work has shown the
global bifurcation diagram of these solutions to be highly complex (Buoni et al. 1994).
Recently, Dias, Menasce & Vanden-Broek (1995) have computed certain multi-modal so-
lutions for the full water-wave problem in nite and innite depth, using a boundary
integral method.
The problem of concern here is that of homoclinic orbits to periodic orbits of a fourth-
order equation (1:1) which corresponds to Bond numbers less than 1=3 and Froude num-
bers greater than 1. No rigorous centre-manifold results proving the persistence of solu-
tions of problem in the full water-wave problem is known so far. However, solitary-wave
solutions with ripples at innity do exist in this parameter regime for the full problem
(Beale 1991, Sun 1991, Iooss & Kirchgassner 1992, Lombardi 1992).
Specically, we study the equation
"
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which can easily be shown to be equivalent to a fourth-order Hamiltonian system, with
total energy given by
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Formally, (a scaling of) (1.1) may be derived by setting to zero a rst integral of the
fth-order KdV equation
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under the assumption of traveling waves u(x; t) = U(x   ct). Equation (1.3), and con-
sequently (1.1) was derived by Hunter & Scheurle (1988) as a model for the water-wave
problem in the parameter region of interest here. Boyd (1991) computed (for xed pa-
rameter values) uni-modal homoclinic orbits to periodic orbits for traveling waves of (1.3),
which solutions were given the name weakly non-local solitary waves. He also computed
periodic solutions which are similar in appearance to the multi-modal homoclinic solu-
tions presented below. Boyd also refers to several physical contexts in which the weakly
non-local solitary waves are of importance. We mention nally recent asymptotic analysis
by Grimshaw and co-workers showing solitary waves with oscillations at innity for (1.3)
and the nonlinear Schrodinger equation (Grimshaw 1995a, Grimshaw 1995b, Grimshaw &
Joshi 1995); Akylas & Yang (1995) calculated similar solutions for a forced KdV equation.
The present work is motivated by the rigorous results of Amick & Toland (1992) for
(1.1) which are related to Beale's results for the full water-wave problem. Specically,
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Amick and Toland show that given any " 2 (0; "
0
), where "
0
is suciently small, there
exists a continuum, which may be regarded as a semi{circle in an appropriate function
space. of periodic orbits of (1:1). They then prove that for any " suciently small, there
exist non-trivial intersections between the stable and unstable manifolds of certain of these
periodic orbits of exponentially small amplitude as "! 0. The method of proof (explained
in more detail in Section 2, below) shows that the solutions forming this intersection are
even solutions which resemble a perturbation of (3=2)sech
2
(x=2) by a periodic orbit (the
reader may care to look ahead to Fig. 6). Note, however, the seemingly paradoxical result
that despite the existence of homoclinic solutions to periodic orbits of arbitrarily small
amplitude, there do not exist solutions of (1:1) homoclinic to the zero solution for small "
(Amick & McLeod 1991), moreover, there do not exist even homoclinic solutions to zero
for any " 6= 0.
The contribution of the present paper is to show numerically that the solutions shown
to exist by Amick and Toland can be extended both up to large " and to solutions
homoclinic to large-amplitude periodic orbits. In so doing a schematic plot is produced
clarifying the two-parameter bifurcation diagram of " versus amplitude of periodic orbit
(Fig. 18). We also show that there exist multi-modal versions of these orbits. That is,
waves with several large bumps which are asymptotic to periodic waves at innity (for an
example see Fig. 12, below).
The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2 we give an overview of
the results of (Amick & Toland 1992), and discuss other analytical considerations for
(1.1) including the non-existence of homoclinic solutions to zero and the existence of
multi-modal homoclinic orbits to periodic orbits. In Section 3, we describe our numerical
methods within the general context of continuation of homoclinic orbits to periodic orbits
of Hamiltonian systems. In Section 4, numerical results specic to equation (1.1) are
presented. Finally, in Section 5 we draw conclusions and suggest future work.
2 Analytical Results
This section concerns what is known analytically about homoclinic solutions of equation
(1.1). First we review the results of Amick and Toland concerning solutions homoclinic
to small-amplitude periodic orbits. The reason for including such a review is that, in the
numerical investigation to follow, we construct initial approximations using the specic
solutions they construct. Next, we motivate the result by Amick and McLeod on the non-
existence of homoclinic orbits to the zero solution for small nite ", by considering ideas
of codimension and by performing some simple numerical experiments using shooting.
Finally in this section, we present a simple argument based on transversality to show
that generically, given the existence of a homoclinic orbit to a periodic solution, there
will be innitely many other multi-modal orbits to the same periodic orbit. Note that
these orbits, whose existence is backed up by numerical computations in Section 4, are
complimentary to those proved to exist Amick and Toland which are all uni-modal.
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Figure 1: The cylinder of periodic solutions to (1.1) in phase{parameter space. The
solutions with negative b are a phase shift of those with positive b. The shaded region
represents the subset of these orbits which may posses homoclinic connections. Curves
within the shaded region represent lines of constant phase-shift p according to Theorem
2.1.
2.1 The Theory of Amick and Toland
Amick & Toland (1992) commence by proving, for small ", the existence of a set of small-
amplitude, even periodic solutions of the singularly perturbed problem (1:1). In particular
they look for  -periodic solutions U of the form
"
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where  is close to 2" and a and b are constants and  (x) is small. The Implicit Function
Theorem is used to show that if
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4
2
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2
, for some constant   and smooth functions I; J , then  is determined
uniquely by a and b. In fact, it is shown that even solutions to (1:1) of the form (2:1)
lie on a cylinder in (a; b; ")-space, which implies that, for each " > 0, there exists a circle
of even periodic orbits in the phase space of equation (1:1) with the amplitude of the
periodic solution parametrised by b (see Fig. 1). More accurately, there is a semi-circle of
distinct even periodic orbits, because the orbits with negative b are related to those with
positive b by translation through half a period. Also, the top and bottom of the circle,
corresponding to a = "
2
; b = 0;  = 0 and a = 0; b = 0;  = 0, represent the two equilibria
U  1 and U  0 respectively.
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In what follows the phase of the periodic solution is crucially important. To that end,
we let U(x) = 
"
b
(x) be the {periodic solution of (1:1) parametrised by b and " such that
U
0
(0) = 0 and U
00
(0) < 0 and let

"
b;p
(x) = 
"
b
(x  p); p 2 [0; 1) (2.5)
denote the shift through p .
Now recall that the equation 
00
   + 
2
= 0, is satised by the function
(x) =
3
2
sech
2

x
2

; x 2 IR:
To prove the existence of a homoclinic orbit to a periodic orbit for (1:1) Amick and Toland
seek an even solution U(x) of (1:1) of the form
U(x) = (x) + 
"
b;p
(x) + !(x); x > 0; !(x)! 0 as x!1: (2.6)
Such a solution is asymptotic to 
"
b;p
(x) as x!1 and, due to its evenness, to 
"
b; p
(x) as
x!  1. The proof of the following theorem constitutes Section 3 of (Amick & Toland
1992) and indeed the greater part of that paper.
Theorem 2.1 For every given phase p 2 [0; 1=2), there exists "
p
> 0 and a positive
constant C = C(p), independent of " 2 (0; "
p
) such that
1. there exists an even solution to (1:1) of the form (2:6) with b = b("),
2. k!k  C"
2
,
3. for each N there exists a constant K such that


b(")="
2


  K"
N
; as "! 0:
By construction, the phase-shift P
H
2 [0; 1)
1
between the two periodic solutions in
the limits x! 1 for a homoclinic orbit is given by
P
H
= 2p: (2.7)
It should be noted that the case of zero phase-shift, P
H
= 0 was a special case in the
proof of the theorem, requiring quite dierent estimates.
The consequence of this theorem is then that given any phase-shift there exists a
homoclinic solution to a periodic orbit within an exponentially thin wedge of the cylinder
in parameter space (see Fig. 1). Note that, for a xed " and phase-shift, the proof of
the theorem shows local but not global uniqueness of homoclinic orbits. Therefore other
solutions may exist for the same phase-shift and the same value of ", which are homoclinic
to periodic orbits in the unshaded region of the cylinder. Moreover, the local uniqueness
1
we henceforth refer to phase-shift as being measured by a fraction of the period
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is for xed phase p, not for a xed periodic orbit, hence there may be more than one
homoclinic solution to any given periodic orbit.
The homoclinic solutions proved to exist are all uni-modal, as in Fig. 6. Moreover
they are even solutions, which implies that these solutions in the corresponding four-
dimensional phase space are invariant under the reversibility transformation
R : (U; U
0
; U
00
; U
000
)! (U; U
0
; U
00
; U
000
) and x!  x; (2.8)
which necessarily implies U
0
(0) = U
000
(0) = 0. The possibility of solutions which are not
invariant under the reversibility will concern us later.
Finally, note the numerical observation that for any given " suciently small, each
member of the family of periodic orbits 
"
b
(x) has a dierent value of the Hamiltonian H.
Hence, each member of the continuum of homoclinic solutions shown to exist by Theorem
2.1 generically exists within the level surface corresponding to an isolated H-value, so
that the family may be locally parametrised by the value of H.
2.2 Homoclinic Orbits to Zero
One could easily be lead to believe that, because Theorem 2.1 gives the existence of
homoclinic solutions to periodic orbits of arbitrarily small amplitude, then, continuity
must lead to the existence of homoclinic orbits to the zero solution of (1.1). However,
this line of reasoning is false, because Amick & McLeod (1991) have proved that there
are no even homoclinic solutions to zero for (1.1) for any " > 0 and for " suciently small
that no orbits homoclinic to zero exist. Although at rst sight they seem paradoxical,
these results are not so surprising when one considers the codimension of the intersections
required of the appropriate stable and unstable manifolds in the four-dimensional phase
space (U; U
0
; U
00
; U
000
), as we now discus.
Each periodic solution proved to exist by Amick and Toland has stable and unstable
manifolds of dimension two. The existence of a homoclinic solution to this periodic orbit
occurs when these two two-dimensional manifolds intersect along a line. Within a level
set of the Hamiltonian function H = constant, such an intersection, if transverse, would
clearly be structurally stable; see Fig. 2. Therefore, we generically expect homoclinic
solutions to periodic orbits to persist as we vary ".
In contrast, consider now the equilibrium at the origin. We note that for non-zero
" it is always a saddle-centre with eigenvalues i; i; ; , for some ("); (") > 0.
Furthermore, we know that its centre manifold locally consists of a one-parameter family
of periodic orbits.
Therefore, if a homoclinic solution to the equilibrium exists it must be contained
in both the one-dimensional stable and unstable manifolds. Thus we require that one
component of the unstable manifold must be identied with a component of the sta-
ble manifold (see Fig. 3). This is clearly not structurally stable, even within the zero
level set of H. Thus we do not expect such solutions to exist other than for isolated
values of ". Moreover, in the special case of even solutions, for a homoclinic solution
we require an intersection between the unstable manifold W
u
and the symmetric section
7
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Figure 2: Depicting a homoclinic orbit to a periodic orbit as a transverse intersections
of the stable (W
s
) and unstable (W
u
) manifolds in the three dimensional phase space
H =const. In the picture, W
u
glob
is the forward image of the local unstable manifold W
u
loc
around the homoclinic orbit  whereas W
s
glob
is the backwards image of W
s
loc
.
S
Wu
Figure 3: Showing how generic perturbations would break homoclinic orbits to the origin.
The gure is drawn in three-dimensions by projecting out one direction tangent to the
centre manifold, on which periodic orbits are represented by solid dots. The line S
represents the intersection of the symmetric section with the zero level set of H.
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Figure 4: Numerical computation of one component of the unstable manifold of the origin
of (1.1), projected onto the (U; U
00
)-plane, for a range of values of "
2
between 0.05 and
0.25
S = fU; U
0
; U
00
; U
000
j U
0
= U
000
= 0g and, because W
u
and S \ fH = 0g are both one-
dimensional sets, we conclude that the existence of an even homoclinic orbit to zero is of
codimension one
2
. Since we know that such a solution exists at " = 0, it would there-
fore seem reasonable to nd no solutions for small ". To illustrate this, the behaviour
of the component of the unstable manifold which forms the solution (3=2)sech
2
(x=2) at
" = 0 has been computed numerically for non-zero ". The results are plotted in Fig. 4,
projected onto the (U; U
00
)-plane, which shows that as " increases the unstable manifold
returns further and further away from the origin and escapes to innity in the third quad-
rant. Further numerical experiments indicate that this qualitative behaviour persists for
all " > 0.
Note nally, that given a two-parameter problem, we would expect homoclinic orbits
to zero, if they exist, to occur along isolated lines in the parameter plane. Hence the
existence or otherwise of such solutions for the full water-wave problem remains an open
question.
2
Homoclinic orbits to zero that are not symmetric under the reversibility, will generically be of codi-
mension two (Koltsova & Lerman 1995).
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2.3 Multi-modal Homoclinic Orbits to Periodic Orbits
We now argue that generically, given any homoclinic orbit formed by the transverse
intersection of the stable and unstable manifolds of any saddle-type periodic orbit 
"
b
of (1.1), there must be innitely many other multi-modal homoclinic orbits to the same
periodic orbit 
"
b
.
Note that since the system (1:1) is Hamiltonian we may restrict the dynamics to the
level set of the Hamiltonian function, H = constant. In particular we may choose a
value of H corresponding to the periodic orbit 
"
b
. This reduces the dimension of the
system by one. By taking a Poincare section  through the periodic orbit, we can further
reduce the problem to a two-dimensional map. See Fig. 5. The xed point of the map
corresponding to the periodic orbit 
"
b
has a one-dimensional stable and one-dimensional
unstable manifold. A transverse intersection of these two 1D manifold, indicated by
hollow circles in the gure, implies, via the Smale-Birko Homoclinic Theorem (see, e.g.
Guckenheimer & Holmes (1983, Thm. 5.3.5)) the existence of chaotic dynamics. Moreover,
there must exist a classical homoclinic tangle which necessarily contains innitely many
secondary intersections between the stable and unstable manifolds. One such orbit is
indicated by bold dots in Fig. 5, and corresponds to an orbit that goes approximately
twice around the loop represented by the original homoclinic orbit, and hence it is a bi-
modal orbit. It is not dicult to see from the construction of the tangle that there have to
be innitely many such bimodal orbits each having a dierent number of iterates near 
"
b
and hence a dierent number of oscillations between the two humps of the graph of U(x).
Similarly, there must be innitely many tri-modal orbits, 4-modal etc. The conclusion
reached is therefore qualitatively similar, albeit for dierent reasons, to that obtained for
the fourth-order equation in Buoni et al. (1994) concerning solutions with exponentially
decaying oscillations at innity.
The only requirement to make the above argument rigourous, is to prove that the
homoclinic orbits of Theorem 2.1 do indeed represent the transverse intersection between
the stable and unstable manifolds of the appropriate periodic orbit. Since transverse
intersections are generic and Theorem 2.1 holds for a range of ", we would expect this
transversality to hold, but it is a non-trivial task to prove it. Note also, that the argument
embodied in Fig. 5 is independent of " or of periodic orbits among the family 
"
b
. Hence,
for each periodic orbit for which we can prove a transverse homoclinic orbit there will be
an innite number of multi-modal homoclinic orbits.
Note nally, that we have not used symmetry to argue the existence of the multi-
modal homoclinic orbits, and, in general, such orbits should include both solutions that
are invariant under (2:8) (i.e. even solutions U(x)) and those which are not.
3 Numerical Methods
We aim to compute orbits homoclinic to periodic solutions for equation (1:1) via numerical
path-following. In order to achieve this, we rst present a more general method, for
continuation of homoclinic orbits to periodic orbits in Hamiltonian systems. The method
10
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Figure 5: Representation of the intersection between the stable W
s
and unstable W
u
manifolds of a periodic orbit 
"
b
in a Poincare section  within a level set of the Hamil-
tonian.
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is a modication of well-posed boundary-value approach of Beyn (1994) for computing
connections between periodic solutions. In addition to solving for the homoclinic solution
it is necessary also to solve for the periodic solution 
"
b
. Thus, essentially, we are solving
two coupled 4th-order systems. For the special case of symmetric solutions under a
reversibility condition, we construct a simplied method in the spirit of Champneys &
Spence (1993).
3.1 A general continuation method
Consider a 2n-dimensional smooth Hamiltonian system
_v = f(v(t); ); v 2 IR
2n
;  2 IR; t 2 IR; (3.1)
with Hamiltonian H(v; ), which we assume to be written in canonical variables so that
f(v(t); ) = JrH(v(t); );
where J is the usual skew-symmetric 2n  2n-matrix. Suppose there exists a one di-
mensional continuum of periodic orbits 
h
(t) of period (h) that can be parametrised by
the value h of H and are of saddle type (i.e. having n   1 stable and n   1 unstable
Floquet multipliers). We suppose further that there exists a solution v(t) = (t) that is
homoclinic to 
h
(t). Finally, let 
h;p
(t) denote the periodic orbit with phase shifted by p,

h;p
(t) = 
h
(t  p). We seek both the periodic and homoclinic orbits as solutions to an
appropriate boundary-value problem.
Periodic Orbit
To write a well-posed problem for the periodic orbit 
h
(t), we introduce an articial
Hamiltonian-breaking parameter 
1
(as in Schmidt (1976), an approximation T
P
to the
period of the orbit and then re-scale time so that the period becomes unity. Hence we
solve
_v = T
P
(JrH(v; ) + 
1
rH(v; )) ; t 2 [0; 1] (3.2)
subject to the natural periodic boundary conditions
v(0) = v(1): (3.3)
Furthermore, the Hamiltonian is constrained to be constant
H(v; ) = h; (3.4)
and a condition imposed to x the phase of the periodic orbit, which we write as a scalar
equation
	(v(t); T
P
; ) = p: (3.5)
We assume that 	 satises a suitable non-degeneracy condition; a specic choice of 	
will be discussed in Section 3.2. Note that the introduction of 
1
is necessary in order
12
to make (3:2){(3:5) a well-posed problem for the unknowns (v(t); T
P
; 
1
) with a locally
unique solution (
h;p
(t); ; 0).
Homoclinic Orbit: General Case
For the homoclinic orbit, we solve for an approximation ^ dened over a truncated
interval [0; T
H
], where T
P
 T
H
and re-scale time. First we present a general method and
then we propose a simplication specic for symmetric orbits in reversible Hamiltonian
systems. In the general case we solve an extended system analogous to (3:2)
_w = T
H
(JrH(w; ) + 
2
rH(w; )) ; t 2 [0; 1]; (3.6)
where 
2
is again a Hamiltonian-breaking parameter which should be zero for the true
solution. We take projection boundary conditions
L
s
(w(0)  v(0)) = 0; (3.7)
L
u
(w(1)  v(0)) = 0; (3.8)
where v(t) solves (3:2){(3:5) and the rows of the (n+ 1) 2n-matrices L
s;u
span the left
eigenspaces corresponding to the centre-stable and centre-unstable Floquet multipliers
respectively of the periodic orbit 
h;p
(t) at v(0) (Beyn 1994). Note that both these sub-
spaces have the two central directionsrH(v(0); ) and _v(0) in common. The computation
of L
s;u
in general requires the solution of 2n variational equations of dimension 2n (the
adjoint of the linearisation of (3:1) about 
h;p
) with appropriate initial conditions. This
greatly increases the dimension of the system to be solved. Instead, in the implementation
described below, we use the monodromy matrix provided by the boundary-value solver
for (3:2){(3:5) to compute the necessary eigenspaces. Thus, to compute the homoclinic
orbit we solve (3:2){(3:5) in tandem with (3:6){(3:8) for the unknown functions w(x),
v(x) and free parameters T
P
; T
H
; 
1
; 
2
and either h or .
Taking h to be a free parameter allows for varying the periodic orbit at a xed pa-
rameter value, whereas taking  as a free parameter allows continuation of solutions to
a single periodic orbit as the problem parameter varies. Note that the phase shift P
H
between the periodic solutions to which the homoclinic orbit is asymptotic as t! 1 is
given by
P
H
= T
H
(mod T
P
): (3.9)
Hence, the free parameter T
H
plays the role of the phase-shift parameter for this form
of continuation. It should be noted that the periodic orbit and homoclinic solution are
coupled only through the projection boundary conditions (3:7) and (3:8). Finally, note
that we do not impose a phase condition directly on the homoclinic orbit, its phase is
xed by the phase p of the periodic orbit .
Homoclinic Orbit: Symmetric Case
We now look at the special case where (3:1) is a reversible Hamiltonian system. Specif-
ically, we suppose that there exists an involution R, such as (2:8), under which the system
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is invariant after a reversal of time and such that S = x(R) is an n-dimensional sub-
manifold of the phase space IR
2n
(Devaney 1976). Solutions v(t) which are themselves
symmetric under R (such as those homoclinic orbits described by Theorem 2.1) must
satisfy the n-dimensional constraint v(0) 2 S. Thus, for symmetric orbits, we can replace
the right-hand boundary conditions (3:8) with
w(1) 2 S: (3.10)
Since (3:10) is one less constraint than (3:8) we should remove one free parameter, namely

2
. Hence, in this case, we solve
_w = T
H
f(w(t); ); t 2 [0; 1]; (3.11)
subject to (3:7) and (3:10) for w(t) in tandem with (3:2){(3:5) for v(t), with free parame-
ters T
P
; p; 
1
and two of either T
H
, h or . Note that the phase shift P
H
for the homoclinic
connection is now given by
P
H
= 2(T
H
(modT
P
)) (3.12)
so that 2T
H
now plays the role of the phase-shift parameter.
Note that the boundary-value problem for the homoclinic part of the reversible case
(given by (3:7), (3:10) and (3:11)) does not use the Hamiltonian structure of (3:1). More-
over, symmetric homoclinic and periodic orbits in reversible systems necessarily have
similar properties to those in Hamiltonian systems; e.g. their codimensions are the same
and the spectrum of the linearisation around periodic orbits must both be symmetric,
see Devaney (1976). Hence, by modifying the boundary-value problem (3:2){(3:5) for the
periodic orbit, using symmetric-section boundary conditions rather than the Hamiltonian
structure, it is straightforward to write down a dening boundary-value problem for ho-
moclinic orbits in non-Hamiltonian reversible systems. Note, however, that we would
need to replace the boundary condition (3:4) by another condition which parametrises
periodic orbits among a one-dimensional continuum.
We do not provide here any theoretical justication of our numerical methods. Instead
we refer to Beyn (1994) for some quite general theory using exponential trichotomies which
should be adaptable to the case under consideration here. Error estimates as T
H
! 1,
such as exist for the case of connecting orbits to equilibria (Beyn 1990, Friedman & Doedel
1991, Schecter 1995) remain open.
3.2 Specic Implementation
3.2.1 Continuation
To perform numerical continuation on the eight-dimensional boundary-value problem re-
sulting from (3.2){(3.5), (3.10){(3.11) (or, for the general case, (3.6){(3.8)) we used the
continuation code Auto86 (Doedel & Kernevez 1986, Doedel, Keller & Kernevez 1991)
which is able to solve quite general two-point boundary-value problems using orthogonal
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collocation. With kind assistance form E. Doedel, the standard version of auto was
adapted to make the monodromy matrix associated with the solution of the periodic
problem (3:2){(3:5) available to the user. The eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors of
the transpose of this matrix were then computed using a standard linear algebra routine
and those eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues with modulus less than or equal to
unity were used to construct the matrix L
s
(and L
u
in the general, non-symmetric, case)
at each step in the computation.
In order to apply the algorithms it was convenient to rewrite (1:1) in Hamiltonian
co-ordinates. To that end, we choose
p
1
(x) = U
0
(x) q
1
(x) = "
2
U
00
(x) + U(x);
p
2
(x) = U
000
(x) q
2
(x) = "
2
U(x);
)
(3.13)
with corresponding total energy H given by
H(p
1
; p
2
; q
1
; q
2
) = p
1

"
2
p
2
+
1
2
p
1

 
1
2"
2

q
1
 
q
2
"
2

2
 
q
2
2
2"
4
+
q
3
2
3"
6
(3.14)
so that (1.1) takes the form of Hamilton's equations
@q
i
@x
=
@H
@p
i
;
@p
i
@x
=  
@H
@q
i
; i = 1; 2:
It remains to comment on the choice of phase xing condition (3:5) for the periodic
orbit. Since the true phase p of the periodic orbit 
"
b;p
cannot easily be computed directly
using the boundary-value approach, we set the rst derivative of the periodic solution to
be constant at x = 0:
v
0
(0) = p: (3.15)
Note that p does not measure the true phase of the periodic orbit, but it is a smooth
function of the phase, which is enough. To monitor the phase shift we regard P
H
as a
further free parameter and take a corresponding extra boundary condition representing a
continuous version of (3:9) (or (3:12)):
T
H
T
P
= P
H
: (3.16)
For the symmetric case, we take as symmetric section boundary conditions (3:10)
U
0
(1) = 0; U
000
(1) = 0:
3.2.2 Initial Approximations to Solutions
In order to perform continuation using auto, it is necessary to compute an initial ap-
proximation to the solution. For the uni{modal homoclinic orbits described by Theorem
2.1, we were able to exploit the specic form of the solutions given in Section 2.1. For an
approximate periodic solution of (1:1), we took the analytical form (2:1) with  (x) = 0,
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and a and b approximated as follows. We rst x " and set a = "
2
=, where  is an
articial parameter used to parametrise the circle of periodic orbits in Fig. 1. The period
 and b are then determined by solving the approximation to equations (2.2{2.4) dened
by setting I = J  0, to obtain
a =
"
2

; b =
q
2a("
2
  a); and  =
2"
0:5 +
p
0:25  2a+ "
2
:
To approximate the homoclinic solution we used the expression (2:6), using (x) =
(3=2)sech
2
(x=2), the above approximation to 
"
b;p
(x) and with !(x) set to zero. Recall
from Theorem 2.1, that if the periodic orbit were exact, the error in this approximation
satises k!k  C"
2
: Note that this approximation is valid in the limit  !1, which cor-
responds to the zero-amplitude limit. For "
2
= 0:01 a value of  = 1000 proved sucient
for auto to converge.
For the projection boundary conditions (3:7) (or (3:8)) we are required either to com-
pute the centre-stable (or centre-unstable) directions corresponding to the initial point on
the periodic solution, or to use an approximation. Our starting computation assumed that
the periodic orbit was suciently small (corresponding to large ) and that the centre-
stable (or centre-unstable) eigenspaces at the equilibrium could be used to approximate
those of the periodic orbit until auto had computed the more accurate approximate di-
rections. The eigenspaces were computed by simple linear algebra applied to the Jacobian
of (1:1) at U = 0 .
For multi{modal solutions initial approximations to solutions were found using a shoot-
ing technique similar to that used in Champneys & Spence (1993) for homoclinic orbits
to equilibria. A point was chosen on the periodic orbit | using data, for example, from
a previous run of auto. Similarly, the direction associated with the unstable Floquet
multiplier at this point was either found from a previous run of auto or (for small am-
plitude periodic orbits) approximated by the unstable eigenspace of the equilibrium at
zero. Approximations to the unstable manifold were then computed by solving an initial
value problem starting at a variable distance along this unstable direction. Allowing this
distance to vary, searching procedures were then used in order to nd a homoclinic orbit.
4 Numerical Results
This section presents numerical results for the reduced water-wave problem (1:1) found
using the techniques described in Section 3. In order to avoid encountering the singu-
lar limit directly, all computations in which " vary were carried using the continuation
parameter
 = 1="
2
:
All continuation is performed for symmetric homoclinic connections using the algo-
rithm described in the previous section. That is we solve (3:2) and (3:11) subject to
(3:3){(3:5) and (3:7),(3:10) respectively. For continuation with xed Hamiltonian h the
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Figure 6: A homoclinic orbit to a small-amplitude periodic orbit for 1="
2
= 15:0, P
H
=
0:25 and H =  6:48  10
 3
. (a) Solution U(x) plotted against x, (b) the same solution
as U
0
(x) plotted against U(x).
free parameters were ", T
H
, T
P
and 
1
. For continuation with xed phase T
H
=T
P
the free
parameters were ", h, T
P
and 
1
. In both these cases " is treated as the continuation
parameter. For continuation at a xed value of " the free parameters were T
H
, T
P
, h and

1
. In this case the phase shift T
H
=T
P
is treated as the continuation parameter.
4.1 Uni-modal solutions
We rst present the results of the numerical computation of homoclinic solutions to small-
amplitude periodic orbits, of the form proved to exist in Theorem 2.1. An example of
such a solution may be seen in Fig. 6 for  = 15 and a value of the Hamiltonian (3:14) of
H = 6:84 10
 4
. Fig. 6(a) depicts the solution as a graph of U(x) over a full x-interval
(despite the fact that the solution was computed only over the half-interval up to the point
of symmetry). Fig. 6(b) shows the solution in the plane (U(x); U
0
(x)) - corresponding to
a projection of the four-dimensional phase space. It should be noted that there is nothing
special about this value of ", although care has to be taken to avoid computing spurious
solutions for " close to zero, the solution at the presented values of H and " were chosen
only for reasons of clarity.
Given homoclinic solutions to small-amplitude periodic orbits, we next show that
homoclinic connections may be continued numerically up to large amplitude periodic
orbits, far away from where the analysis of Amick and Toland may be expected to hold.
In order to do this we x " and allow the value of H (parametrising the amplitude of the
periodic orbit) and P
H
(parametrising the the phase-shift) to vary. The results of such
a computation for 1="
2
= 10 is shown in Fig. 7, which shows solutions on a continuous
branch plotted over the half-interval (at the right-hand end point, the symmetric section
boundary conditions (3:10) are imposed). Fig. 7(a) shows three solutions plotted as graphs
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Figure 7: Continuation in phase-shift for 1="
2
= 10:0. (a) Three dierent solutions U(x)
plotted against x, (b) the same solutions with U
0
(x) plotted against U(x).
of U(x), Fig. 7(b) shows these solutions plotted in a projection of phase space.
The corresponding locus of solutions is represented in Fig. 8(a), showing phase-shift
versus the amplitude of the periodic orbit 
"
b
(x) (measured by its maximum value). Recall
from (3.12) that the phase-shift is measured by twice the non-integer part of T
H
=T
P
.
The solutions depicted in Fig. 7 occur on one of the limbs of the U -shaped curve of
Fig. 7(a); solutions on the other limb are similar. Note that as we follow solutions up
the near-vertical part of the curve, the homoclinic orbit becomes an increasingly weaker
modulation of the periodic orbit whose amplitude is rapidly growing. In the limit, at the
top of each limb, the modulation disappears and the former homoclinic orbit becomes a
pure large-amplitude periodic solution (the near circular orbit in Fig. 7(b)). That is in a
Poincare section each homoclinic point tends to the periodic orbit. Note that such large
amplitude solutions necessarily have zero phase-shift, i.e. T
H
=T
P
= 11:0 or 11:5). It can
be observed from Fig. 8(a) that the numerics has diculty in reaching precisely these two
limits, but repeated runs with dierent accuracy have led us to the conclusion that the
limit of each limb is indeed a periodic wave.
Notice further, from Fig. 8(a), that there is also a small-amplitude solution with zero
phase-shift (as there must be in the limit of small " according to Theorem 2.1). In fact,
the solution depicted in Fig. 7(b) asymptoting to the smallest periodic orbit is the zero-
phase-shift orbit occuring towards the bottom of the right-hand limb in Fig. 8(a). Recall
that the near circular orbit in that gure also occurs with (almost) zero phase shift.
In Figs. 8(c){(d) we have plotted the analogue of Fig. 8(a) for three further values of ".
Note that all four pictures are qualitatively the same, but that the minimum amplitude of
periodic orbits for which there exists a homoclinic orbit decreases with ". This observation,
sheds more light on the paradox, mentioned in Section 2, that there are no homoclinic
orbits to zero but there are homoclinic orbits to periodic orbits with arbitrary small
amplitude as "! 0. Namely, for nite ", there do not exist homoclinic orbits to periodic
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Figure 8: Loci of homoclinic solutions to periodic orbits for (a) 1="
2
= 10, (b) 1="
2
= 15,
(c) 1="
2
= 20 and (d) 1="
2
= 3:48. The x{axis corresponds to phase-shift and the y-axis
measures the amplitude of the periodic orbit (see text for details).
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orbits of arbitrary small amplitude. We note also from the statement of Theorem 2.1
that there should be a connection to small amplitude orbits for all phase-shifts in [0; 1],
appears to be satised by the U-shaped curve becoming increasingly square as "! 0 with
the bottom of the U lling out the required interval of phase-shifts (recall again that the
phase-shift is twice the non-integer part of T
H
=T
P
in Fig. 8. Further conjectures about the
behaviour with " of solutions with dierent phase-shifts are presented in the conclusion
section which follows.
To probe the behaviour on varying " more carefully, we have performed continuation
of homoclinic orbits as " varies, with either the phase-shift or the Hamiltonian value
xed. We present rst the results on continuation with xed H, with T
H
=T
P
allowed to
vary. Fig. 9 shows an example of such a computation. Note rst that the period of the
amplitude and periods of the orbit scale with ", in agreement with (2:1) and the functional
form of H (1:2). Secondly, note from that the phase shift T
H
=T
P
appears to settle down
to a constant value as " ! 0, which is consistent with the orbit belonging to part of a
vertical limb of the amplitude-versus phase-shift plot as " ! 0. Finally, note that we
should not expect to see exponential scaling of the amplitude of periodic obit, since, by
taking H constant we a priori x the periodic orbit.
Next we follow orbits of xed phase-shift, by xing the ratio of T
H
to T
P
and allowing
" and the Hamiltonian H to vary. We present results rst for a homoclinic solution to
small amplitude periodic orbit with xed phase shift P
H
= 0:5. Fig. 10(a) & (b) shows
the amplitude of the periodic orbit plotted against  = 1="
2
. Here there is strong evidence
of the exponential scaling of Theorem 2.1 occuring. More precisely, Fig. (10)(b) suggests
that
amplitude  "
2
exp(1=") as "! 0; (4.1)
which scaling was suggested by the asymptotic analysis of Grimshaw & Joshi (1995). Fig.
11 shows the analogue of Fig. 10(a) and (b) for several values of the phase shift including
the small amplitude zero phase-shift solution depicted in Fig. 7(b). It is evident that
the scaling (4:1) is satised for each phase shift and, moreover, that for small " the zero-
phase-shift solution has larger amplitude than the non-zero cases. This gure is discussed
further in the concluding section.
4.2 Multi-modal solutions
In Section 2.3 we argued that multi{modal homoclinic solutions to periodic orbits for
equation (1:1) should exist under a transversality assumption. We have been able to
compute many symmetric multi-modal solutions using the shooting technique mentioned
at the end of Section 3. For reasons of brevity, we present only three; Fig. 12 depicts
a symmetric tri{modal solution for "  0:2402 ( = 17:33221) and Figs. 13 and 14
show qualitatively distinct symmetric 5{modal solutions for "  0:2365 ( = 17:87877)
and "  0:2377 ( = 17:69871) respectively. The fact that we have been able to compute
these multi{modal solutions is strong a posteriori evidence for the existence of a transverse
intersection of the stable and unstable manifolds as discussed in Section 2.3.
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Figure 9: Branch of homoclinic solutions to periodic orbits with xed H =  9:154410
 2
as  = 1="
2
varies; (a) amplitude of periodic orbit versus , (b) period versus . (c) T
H
=T
P
versus , (d) Two solutions on the branch for  = 20 and  = 5.
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Figure 10: (a) Branch of homoclinic solutions to periodic orbits for 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phase-shifts P
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Figure 12: A tri{modal solution for "  0:2402
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Figure 13: A 5{modal solution for "  0:2365
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Figure 14: A 5{modal solution, "  0:2377
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Figure 15: (a) Locus of 5-modal solutions for xed "  0:2365 as phase-shift against
amplitude of periodic orbit. (b) Multi{modal solutions on the branch, for dierent phase-
shifts.
As was the case for the uni{modal homoclinic orbits to periodic orbits, we have been
able to investigate the global behaviour of multi{modal solutions both for xed " as the
phase shift and periodic orbit vary, and as " varies. To illustrate these continuation
procedures we present results only for the 5{modal solution of Fig. 13 which we expect
to be indicative of the global behaviour of other multi-modal solutions. Fig. 15 depicts
the results of continuation of the solution for xed " allowing P
H
and the Hamiltonian
H to vary. In contrast to the situation for uni{modal solutions, the branch of solutions
was found to be an iosola with limit points at P
H
 0:34 and P
H
 0:78 so that neither
the zero-phase-shift nor the large-amplitude limit were approached. These ndings are
best illustrated in Fig. 15(a) in which the two branches of solutions between the two limit
points are almost overlaid.. Fig. 15(b) plots three solutions on the branch for dierent
phase-shift values.
Fig. 16(a) shows the results of continuation of the solution in Fig. 13 with respect to
" where the phase-shift was xed and the Hamiltonian H was allowed to vary. There are
several points of interest on this graph. First we note there are two branches, an upper
and lower branch, emanating from the point  = 17:81839 which was, in fact, detected
to be a turning point. The two branches then coalesce at another turning point given
at  = 4:44476, the global curve forming an iosola. The solution for  = 17:81839 is
qualitatively similar that plotted in Fig. 13, which is on the lower of the two branches
marginally away from the turning point. Fig. 16(b) depicts the solution at the turning
point at  = 4:44476. There are two further turning points: one on the upper branch for
 = 2:03538 and one on the lower branch for  = 2:13782, the solution at the latter is
plotted in Fig. 16(c). Finally, Fig. 16(d) depicts two solutions from the upper branch at
 = 3:1 and  = 17:4. All these solutions are depicted on the half-interval up to the point
of symmetry.
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Figure 16: (a) Global bifurcation diagram of a branch of 5-modal homoclinic orbits to
periodic orbits as " varies, (b) solution at the turning point at  = 4:44476, (c) solution
at the turning point on lower branch at  = 2:13782 and (d) two solutions on the upper
branch for  = 3:1 and  = 17:4.
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Figure 17: Two examples of non{symmetric solutions to (1:1), (a)  = 17:33517, and in
(b)  = 9:16992.
Thus far all computed solutions to (1:1) have been symmetric, although the multi-
modal orbits suggested by the arguments in Section 2.3 are not restricted to this class.
To illustrate this, in Fig. 17 we present two examples of non{symmetric multi{modal
solutions for two dierent values of ". We have found numerical evidence for the existence
of many more asymmetric solutions.
Conclusion
In this paper we have demonstrated a quite general numerical method for the continuation
of homoclinic solutions to periodic solutions for Hamiltonian systems, and its simplica-
tion in the special case of a reversible system.
This numerical method was applied to the model Hamiltonian problem (1:1), which
is of interest because of its connection with the gravity-capillary water-wave problem
and the fth-order KdV equation (1:3). A key contribution has been to further resolve
the apparent paradox that solutions homoclinic to arbitrarily small periodic orbits have
been proved to exist, but that homoclinic orbits to zero have been proved not to exist.
The resolution lies in rst realising, as argued in Section 2.2, that the two forms of
solution have dierent codimension. Then, the numerical results in Fig. 8 indicate that
the key is that for xed " > 0 there do not exist homoclinic solutions to arbitrarily small
periodic orbits, but that the arbitrary smallness comes only in the limit "! 0, in which
singular limit there does exist a homoclinic orbit to the origin. We recall that for the
full water-wave problem, in which there are two independent parameters, the existence of
homoclinic orbits to the zero solution remains an open problem for the parameter regime
corresponding to (1:1).
We have also been able to extend the analytical results of Amick & Toland (1992)
to large-amplitude solutions. It appears that for each " there exist homoclinic solutions
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Figure 18: Conjectured plot showing loci of homoclinic orbits of xed phase-shift against
" and b. Dashed lines represent the case of zero phase-shift P
H
= 0(mod 1). The other
annotated are indicative and are assumed to ordered according to 0 < P
1
< : : : < P
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<
1. The shaded region (3) represents periodic orbits for which there is no homoclinic
connection (this is not the same as the shaded region in Fig. 1). See text for explanation
of other region numbers.
to large-amplitude periodic orbits with the locus of homoclinic orbits forming a char-
acteristic asymmetric U -shape in phase-shift versus amplitude (Fig. 8). The limiting
large-amplitude solution is a pure periodic orbit. We have also paid particular attention
to zero phase shift solutions which formed a special case in the analysis. The reason for
this being a special case can be explained from our results. We conjecture that in the
limit "! 0, zero phase shift corresponds exactly to a vertical wall of the U -shaped curve.
In Fig. 18 we present a conjecture for the uni-modal homoclinic solutions to periodic
orbits of xed phase-shift, based on the numerical results contained in Figs. 8, 10 and
11. We have plotted the \contour map" of xed phase shift in the (",b) plane, where
b measures the amplitude of periodic solutions (as in (2:1)) Care has to be taken in
interpreting this diagram. Recall that periodic solutions with b < 0 are identied with
those for b > 0 via translation through half a period. Thus, for xed ", the two points on
the boundary of region 3 represent the same homoclinic solution. Region 3 corresponds to
periodic solutions to which there do not exist homoclinic orbits. Note that the width of
this region is exponentially thin as "! 0. The two dashed horizontal lines (denoted P=0
and P=1) in the gure represent the large-amplitude zero-phase-shift periodic orbit that
is reached upon varying P for xed " (c.f. Fig. 8). The other identied curve of zero-phase-
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shift periodic orbits corresponds to those proved to exist according to Theorem 2.1. All
other orbits described by the theorem occur between this curve and the lower horizontal
line (regions 2 and 4). Curves in region 1, which form limit points with respect to ", are
not covered by Amick & Toland's theory. Finally we observe that for all periodic orbits
not in region 3, there exist two distinct homoclinic orbits with dierent phase shifts.
Another important new result is the strong evidence we have presented for the exis-
tence ofmulti{mo dal homoclinic solutions to periodic orbits for (1:1), via generic reasoning
and explicit computation. Indeed, we have been able to compute both symmetric and
asymmetric solutions. The existence of the latter would disprove a conjecture of Boyd
(1991)[p 145] that only symmetric solutions should exist (although clearly Boyd had in
mind only uni-modal solitary-waves). The global behaviour of one branch of multi-modal
solutions was examined in detail and showed to undergo limit points with respect to a
parameter (coalescences in the parlance of Buoni et al. (1994)). We note the signicance
of coalescences in the context of the underlying innite dimensional problem, that they
would typically correspond to an eigenvalue crossing through zero, and hence to a change
of the stability property of the branch. Apart from this simple comment, we know of no
other information concerning the stability or otherwise of the solutions we have computed
for either (1:3) or the full water-wave problem.
Clearly our results only scratch at the surface of understanding the global existence
properties of homoclinic orbits to periodic orbits of (1:1). We have computed the branch of
only one multi-modal orbit in detail, which we nonetheless hope to be indicative of others.
Recall however, that for each unimodal orbit for which we can prove transversality, there
must be innitely many multi-modal orbits, for all ". The fact that the computed multi-
modal underwent a limit-point and could not be computed to arbitrary small " does not
provide a contradiction. Indeed, by analogy with the case in (Buoni et al. 1994), we
would expect that as " decreases only multi-modal solutions with an increasingly large
number of oscillations between each hump should exist. Further numerical experiments
are required in order to get a more complete picture. We also mention that we expect
each orbit homoclinic to a periodic orbit to have a one dimensional continuum of periodic
orbits associated with it, for which the homoclinic orbit arises as the innite-period limit
(cf. the periodic solutions computed in Boyd (1991)[Fig. 2]).
There follow some comments about the reliability of our numerical results. Although
we know of no error analysis for the numerical continuation method, we know that it
is well-posed (Beyn 1994) and that the projection boundary conditions give the best
possible linear boundary conditions (Beyn 1990). However, we note that great care is
required in performing numerics approaching the singular limit since it is easy to compute
spurious solutions. For this reason, we do not wish to claim that all the results we present
are necessarily quantatively correct. However, we do believe that the results provide a
coherent picture of the global behaviour homoclinic orbits to periodic orbits for (1:1).
Taken in this spirit, we hope that the present paper will provide a stimulus for further
rigourous results in the future.
Despite these reservations, there appears to be good agreement (Figs. 10 and 11) with
the asymptotic results of Grimshaw & Joshi (1995) which show the scaling (4:1) of the
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amplitude of periodic orbits to which homoclinic orbits occur. Note also that Grimshaw
and Joshi's results predict a (symmetric) U-shaped curve as in Fig. 8. We have recently
become aware of further asymptotic results by Sun (1996) which appear to also predict the
observed asymmetry in the U-shaped curves. A careful comparison between our results
and the asymptotic theory is left for future work.
As mentioned in the introduction, Boyd (1991) provides a list of applications of ho-
moclinic orbits to periodic orbits arising in applications. The elds of application cover
meteorology, plasma physics, oceanography and particle physics in addition to hydrody-
namics. It is to be expected that the numerical techniques outlined in this paper may be
of use in these areas also.
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